Clarus Therapeutic, Inc.’s Social Media Community Guidelines
Welcome to our corporate LinkedIn page and thanks for your interest in engaging with Clarus
Therapeutics, Inc.! Our goal is to provide educational and informative content while fostering an
open and respectful dialogue.
When engaging with us on social media, please keep in mind that the healthcare industry is a
highly regulated environment and you are agreeing to our Community Guidelines in addition to
the LinkedIn User Agreement and Privacy Policy. You are responsible for content that you post
or comment on our social channel. You should only post content that is original and that you
have the right to post. Using any information provided by other users is at your own risk. We
reserve the right to monitor, review, edit, remove and delete user content, as well as disable,
refuse, restrict or terminate access to our social media channel, based on the below criteria.
We may remove any post that is not consistent with the community guidelines or legal terms
and conditions of the social medial platform, including content that:
1. Mentions our products by name or products from other companies
2. Mentions a side effect of a product. Further, we may contact you for additional
information. If you wish to contact the FDA directly about a side effect, you can
visit www.fda.gov/medwatch or call 1-800-FDA-1088.
3. Mentions an off-label usage of a product
4. Provides medical advice
5. Infringes on the copyright, trademark, patent or other intellectual property of any third
party
6. Violates a third party’s right to privacy or publicity
7. Is clearly off-topic, inappropriate, vulgar, degrading, abusive, violent or constitutes spam
8. Violates any applicable local, state, national or international law, advocates illegal
activity or links to such content
9. Violates the social media platform’s rules
Please note that there may be other reasons, not listed above, that we may need to remove
your comment, at our discretion. Clarus Therapeutics is not obligated to respond to comments,
and we reserve the right to block users or remove any content, in our sole discretion, or change
these guidelines at any time with or without notice.
Clarus Therapeutics will link to or follow accounts from related groups and communities.
Accounts that Clarus Therapeutics follows, or are followed by, are not an indication of
endorsement of these accounts, their opinions or their content.
Healthcare Discussions
If you have any questions about your own or others’ healthcare, you should consult a physician,
pharmacist, or other healthcare professionals. If you’d like to communicate with someone
directly about a therapeutic area or product of Clarus Therapeutics, please call (847) 562-4300
or email contact@clarustherapeutics.com. Please note, Clarus Therapeutics does not give
medical advice, nor does it provide medical or diagnostic services.
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Please keep in mind that social media is a public forum and that anyone may see or save your
comments. We recommend not sharing any personal information concerning your personal
health within comments or posts on our pages.
Storing and Using Private Information
Clarus Therapeutics will not disclose or share personal identifying information unless we have
obtained proper consent. We do, however, reserve the right to collect your social media
handles/IDs, email addresses or any other public personal information if you report an adverse
event or product issue to us. We are obligated to record identifying information about you (such
as your name, location or health-related information). This information is required by law to be
submitted to regulatory authorities, and we are required to store this information for auditing
purposes. Click here for more information on Clarus Therapeutics’ Privacy Policy.
Thank you for reading and being a part of our social media community!
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